SAME-DAY

DENTISTRY
Restoring your smile in a single visit with dental crowns!

WHAT IS A DENTAL CROWN?
A dental crown is a hard, protective covering for a tooth.
It improves or restores the tooth’s shape and strength,
while improving its appearance and utility in daily
activities, like eating and talking.
YOUR SOLUTION FOR:

A broken tooth

Severe decay

Cosmetic concerns

Root canals

DENTAL CROWN OPTIONS:

TRADITIONAL

SAME DAY (CEREC)

“lab-made” or
“traditional” crowns

“chairside” or
“same day” crowns

Technology perfected over the last
30 years gives dentists tools to
create and place a permanent crown
in a single appointment.

Commonly, crowns require
manual impressions and multiple
visits to the dentist and the
placement of a temporary crown
after the tooth is prepared.

A comfortable oral camera provides
3-D digital images of the tooth.
The images are used to digitally
design your crown. In minutes,
a sophisticated milling machine
creates your custom crown from a
single piece of porcelain.

Because you have to wait days
or weeks for your crown to be
made, your dentist might provide
you a temporary crown. These
usually don’t fit well and aren’t
very comfortable.

TRADITIONAL CROWNS:

SAME DAY CROWNS:

The downside.



The inconvenience of
multiple appointments:
Who has time for that?



Potential issues with the
temporary crown:
Now there are even more
appointments & pain.



Not enjoying all the foods
you love:
You will need to baby your
temporary crown.



Messy impressions:
Who wants a mouthful of
gooey paste or putty?



Waiting weeks for your
permanent crown:
Elongated time increases
your risk of injury.



If the crown doesn’t fit:
Now there is even more time
waiting for the lab.

The upside.



Save time:
Receive your permanent crown
in a single visit.



Cost is similar to lab-produced:
Comparable cost (sometimes
less), and with a single visit.



Get your permanent crown
right away:
Reduce risk of further injury.



Resume normal eating:
Get back to your normal life
in a day.



Precise digital impressions:
We use a small oral camera
for comfort & accuracy.



Natural appearance:
No one will know it’s there
(but you & your dentist).



Save more of your tooth:
Same day often allows dentists
to preserve more.



Reduce hot & cold sensitivity:
Skip the temperatureconductive metal.

SAME DAY CROWN BENEFITS:

You get your
new smile today!
What’s better than
instant gratification?

Saves time!
You won’t
need multiple
appointments.

STOP

No temporary
crowns or waiting
for a laboratory
to fabricate the
permanent restoration.

It’s all digital!
You can watch
us design and
fabricate the
crown while
you wait.

With CEREC technology, we offer
high-end professional quality dental
solutions in-house and on-demand.

WAITING!

Contact us for a consultation!

Contact Us!
301-885-2505

|

smiles@silbermandentalgroup.com

